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AbstractThis document contains the requirements and design of the parallel God-dard Earth Observing System General Circulation Model (GEOS-3 GCM).This derives from a week-long internal workshop that were conducted at theNASA/Goddard Space Flight Center Data Assimilation O�ce (DAO) fromJanuary 13 to 17 1997, and subsequent discussions within the DAO Modelinggroup. The purpose of this workshop was to review the requirements for thedevelopmental parallel GCM, and to lay the groundwork for the design andprototyping of the operational GCM that will be a part of the Goddard EarthObserving System data assimilation system GEOS-3. The Modeling group dis-cussions determined the detailed design.The subsystem will use the Message Passing Interface (MPI) library, withconsiderable heritage FORTRAN 77 code, and with an overarching Fortran 90modular design. A parallel computer architecture is being targeted for runningproduction code.Note that this is a working document and has not yet been baselined by theCon�guration Control Board (CCB) for the GOES-3 Project (May 1, 1997)
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1 IntroductionThe Goddard Earth Observing System General Circulation Model (GEOS GCM) is asigni�cant part of the GEOS atmospheric data assimilation system (DAS) that is usedby the Data Assimilation O�ce (DAO). Apart from the considerable technology sur-rounding transmission of data to and from data facilities, storage, Input/Output, anddata visualization, the core components of GEOS are: an atmospheric general circu-lation model (GCM); the data quality control (QC); and a data assimilation analysisalgorithm Physical-space Statistical Analysis System (PSAS). These algorithms are,because of the nature of their underlying physical models, internally highly coupledand compute-intensive. The coupling between the core algorithms is less complicated,and is achieved through de�ned interfaces (Sta�, 1997a, Sawyer 1997).The DAO is preparing to move its data assimilation system to advanced computingplatforms. The system is being designated GEOS-3. This will be part of its regularoperation, although an important role is expected for the Mission to Planet Earth(MTPE) system in the coming years. The end-to-end data system will comprise con-siderable data handling algorithms that will run on workstation environments. How-ever the core compute algorithms require in excess of gigaop/s of performance andwill have to be implemented in high-performance computers. A parallel computer ar-chitecture is being targeted for production, and the Message Passing Interface (MPI)parallel library is being adopted as the defacto standard for communication software(Farrell et al., 1996). A number of workshops were held in 1996 and 1997 focus-ing on the parallel aspects of online QC and PSAS. The requirements, design, andimplementation of these algorithms is proceeding (Lyster et al. 1996) (note that on-line algorithms are implemented on the high-performance computers, whereas o�-linealgorithms are implemented on workstations.)The GCM is a grid-point based algorithm (Takacs et al. 1994) that comprises: adynamical core; a number of physics packages (moisture, turbulence, land-surfaceprocesses, shortwave and longwave radiation); I/O; and a driver that can be con-�gured to run the algorithms in either forecast mode or in assimilation mode. Anumber of these components have been parallelized and the performance assessed bythe group led by Max Suarez at GSFC.The workshop that led to this document was intended to �rst summarize the re-quirements (Stobie 1996) and to initiate the prototyping and design for the parallelGEOS-3 GCM. Key issues for the design was the extent to which existing parallelalgorithms could be used, the di�culties of converting the GCM to both Fortran 90and MPI, and the identi�cation of potential \show stoppers" for performance.Since this development is a substantial shift for the DAO there is a considerable risk toachieving satisfactory performance. Fortran 90 can be used to impose a more modular(object oriented) software approach, but compilers are not yet optimized across all thepotential platforms. Also, the use of parallel hardware involves a shift from optimizedvector code to the more arcane world of optimizing cache on RISC processors forsingle-processor performance. Finally, message-passing itself often requires the use ofcustomized code that minimizes the time-cost of transmitting data to remote memory(in this write-up local and remote memory refer to physical random access memoryon distributed-memory platforms), and minimize the load imbalance that may occurfor distributed processing.The di�cult task of con�guration management which will (among other things) ad-1



dress the process of synchronizing the concurrent development of the core GCM, QC,and PSAS so that they can run on distributed memory computers at the same timewill be addressed in the GEOS-3 Software Design Document.2 The Scienti�c AlgorithmThe GEOS-3 GCM is an incremental development of the GEOS-2 GCM (Sta�, 1996).For the GCM, this involves some changes to the physics algorithms and considerablechanges to the software implementation { this document is mainly concerned withthe latter.The GCM is comprised of the following modular components (Takacs et al. 1994):� Dynamical core which solves the primitive equations of atmospheric dynam-ics. This algorithm uses a �nite-di�erence latitude-longitude grid, and there area number of schemes for implementing the temporal evolution in �nite-di�erenceform. These schemes produce tendencies which are gridded increments to theprimary prognostic �elds (surface pressure, horizontal velocity, and ux formsfor potential temperature, moisture content, etc.). The dynamical core uses ahigh-latitude Fourier �lter to suppress the CFL instability.The remaining items are generally categorized as physical processes.� Moist Processes which handles, among others, convection and precipitationprocesses. At present moist processes produces tendencies for temperature andmoisture. Moist processes uses a physical grid that may be di�erent from thedynamical core. As in all the physical process modules, this algorithm does notinvolve couplings between di�erent horizontal grid-points.� Radiation processes are handled by two algorithms that treat longwave andshortwave parts of the spectrum. The present algorithms produce tendenciesfor temperature. There is some dependency on �elds (such as cloud fractions)that are produced by moist processes.� Turbulence handles subgridscale nonlinear processes. Turbulence producestendencies for horizontal velocity, temperature, and moisture.� Land Surface handles the surface boundary. A complex algorithm (Kosterand Suarez, 1992) is being prototyped, and is expected to be implemented inGEOS-3.There are other important functions that are not included in the above list. Aneighth-order Shapiro �lter is used for the wind, potential temperature, and speci�chumidity tendencies. This is a grid-point based �lter (i.e., it uses a �nite di�erencetemplate). It iterates a second-order template four times. A local transformationof grid-points from an C grid (where dynamics calculations are performed) to a Agrid (physics modules), and a rotation of the coordinate system to suppress an �nite-di�erence cancellation instability (Suarez and Takacs 1995) are performed. At present2



the dynamics are performed in a rotated coordinate system (the computational poleis on the equator of the physical grid), and the physics modules are performed in thephysical grid.Apart from the above-mentioned dynamics and physics modules, tendencies are alsogenerated by a gravity-wave drag algorithm. Tendencies are also input from the PSASanalysis module. A single function in the driver (subroutine step) is responsible forassembling tendencies into the full �elds during each time-step of the algorithm.At present the dynamics generates tendencies on the shortest time-scales. Othermodules of GCM produce tendencies consistent with the inherent physical processes,and to a lesser extent as often as the computational cost of each allows. The time-steps for the key modules are:� Dynamics: 3 minutes.� Moist Processes: 9 minutes.� Turbulence and gravity-wave drag: 30 minutes.� longwave and shortwave radiation: 3 hours.3 RequirementsThe scienti�c and software requirements are set out in GEOS-3 System Requirements(Stobie 1996). Of relevance are the following:� 3.1 The model will use a horizontal resolution of 2o (latitude), 2:5o (longitude),and 70 vertical levels.� 3.2 In reanalysis operation, the end-to-end system should be capable of approx-imately 30 days of assimilated datasets in one day of wall-clock time.� 3.3 The software in distributed memory computing will use theMessage PassingInterface (MPI). This is a derived requirement, that was assessed in review(Farrell et al. 1996). If necessary, mixed language third-party software may beused provided portable Fortran bindings are available.We outline the following derived requirements that pertain speci�cally to the paral-lelization e�ort:� 3.4 The parallel design must generate scienti�c software that will have a longlife cycle. The incorporation of Fortran 90 a�ords the opportunity to use amodular approach that allows for expandability, clari�es data dependenciesthrough the use of derived types, enables the use of memory managementthrough allocate/deallocate statements, decreases the likelihood of bugs,and makes it easier for a larger group of scientists to use and modify the samecode. 3



� 3.5 It is commonly acknowledged that parallel computing, and message-passingin particular, are su�ciently complex that some e�ort has to be made to hidethe communication modules from a substantial population of the regular pro-grammers.� 3.6 The parallel code should scale to meet the primary performance of 30 as-similated days per day. In addition there are gigaop/s performance that werenegotiated as part of the HPCC Earth and Space Sciences ESS project (Lysteret al. 1995).� 3.7Memory will be managed by Fortran 90 allocate/deallocate procedures.The general rule is as follows: within the modular structure of the code mem-ory should be allocated and deallocated where possible so as to facilitate thesafe and e�ective heterogeneous application for GEOS DAS (viz, in assimila-tion mode it must be possible for GCM, QC, PSAS to run together.) Wherepossible allocations/deallocations should occur at the same (preferably high)level system-wide in the calling tree. The pitfalls are: memory leaks; allocat-ing/deallocating trivial memory that incurs excessive time overhead; and al-locating/deallocating signi�cantly large memory so as to cause fragmentation.Software should be designed with this in mind so that remedial steps can betaken if problems (e.g., runtime fragmentation) occur.� 3.8 The proposed parallel GCM is expected to produce bit-wise identical resultson any number of processors since there are no global reduction operations inthe algorithm. That is, all oating point operations are performed in the sameorder as they would be on a serial implementation. This should be veri�ed, andany exceptions explained, by prototyping.Note that a number of vendors support (or will soon) Fortran 90 and MPI on theirhardware. Issues of hardware will not be further discussed, except to note thatmessage-passing is a safe approach for the design of large-scale tightly-coupled algo-rithms. This is because a strong coupling between the user-generated data domaindecomposition and the physical layout of memory a�ords the ability to optimize andscale against communications (latency and bandwidth) overhead, as described in thenext section.4 Algorithmic and Performance Issues Associatedwith Parallel ComputingThis section is a summary of the key algorithmic and performance issues associatedwith the transfer from vector-based to distributed-memory, RISC-based computing.Apart from the scienti�c modi�cations that are being made in GEOS-3, the parallelissues represent the most signi�cant change that is being adopted by the core DASmodules. 4



4.1 General DiscussionThe advantage of converting to message-passing software using MPI is that thisportable library enables the use of parallel processing in distributed or shared memoryhardware. The wall-clock time to solution may be reduced by the overlapping (par-allelizing) of oating-point operations. Distributed memory also o�ers the promise ofscaling problems to larger memory (i.e., more grid-points, the assimilation of moreobservations, etc.) MPI also holds the promise of greater e�ciency in distributedor shared memory con�gurations because it e�ectively manages the coarse-grainedarrangement of memory (such as groups of grid-points in a GCM). Software writtenusing MPI will be portable to all high-performance computers in the medium-termfuture.The disadvantage is that MPI requires greater e�ort to implement than standardserial vector techniques. There is considerable arcana associated with the need toconcatenate messages (to overcome, i.e. amortize, the latency of messages that accessremote memory) to use asynchronous communications, etc. Software needs to bemodularized to hide this arcana from the regular scienti�c programmers (in particular,key scienti�c functions have to be made to \look" serial by hiding message-passingfunctions). A lot of the heritage of multitasking on shared-memory multiprocessorsis lost.4.2 Current State of RISC-based Parallel ComputingApart from the potential performance di�erences between distributed and sharedmemory computers, the algorithms will have to be tuned to key parameters of thehardware { notably the single-processor performance and the network performance.� Single-Processor Performance (Table 1): RISC-based processing is popu-lar because it is cheaper than vector-based. For scienti�c computing, the mainproblem is that there is a great disparity between the time for the arithmeticunits to access local cache versus slower on-processor memory. This fact, com-bined with the small ratio of cache size to total memory means that data thatare in cache must be marshaled and reused as much as possible. There are noconstructs in standard languages such as Fortran or C to do this. Memory reuseis achieved by sorting data (to create locality) and shortening do/for loops (toachieve reuse). The reason why the PSAS analysis module has been able toachieve high performance is because of the extensive sorting of data that pre-cedes the use of e�cient BLAS linear algebra calls. The need for locality andcache reuse means that it is extremely unwise to use indirection (especially if itis done for reasons of software style rather than algorithmic necessity). For ex-ample, Cray T3D on-processor memory fetches take one hundred times longerthan the time to fetch from cache, that is, unstructured memory access hasthe capacity to make a processor one hundred times slower! Unfortunately, thelong loops that were favored for vector processors often need to be replaced byshorter loops, or at least loops that guarantee data reuse. As the size of cacheincreases with newer processors that problem may diminish, but it will only bemeaningful if the ratio of cache to main memory increases.5



Table 1. Cray T3E SGI OriginSustained single-processor 50 - 100 50 - 100megaop rates(*)Memory size per processor 128 Mbytes 200 MbytesPrimary Cache size per processor 8 kbytes 1 MbytesSecondary Cache size per processor 96 kbytes 1 Mbytes(*) Sustained, means for reasonably optimized code� Network Performance (Table 2): The well-known Amdahl's law states thatfor an implementation with a �nite component of unparallelized code therealways exists a number of processors beyond which very little improvement inwall-clock time can be achieved. The communication overhead associated withfetching memory from remote processors also acts as a serial bottleneck. It isalmost impossible to predict the scaling (e.g., the maximum number of usefulprocessors for a particular job), so prototyping is essential. This has been donefor both PSAS (Lyster et al. 1996) and the GCM. We will discuss the GCM inthe next section. In general, analogous rules apply to network message passingas to on-processor memory access. Reuse is encouraged; sometimes it takesless time to recalculate a quantity, or have every processor calculates the samenumber, than to communicate quantities between processors. It is better to\cache" messages in large bu�ers so that the cost of latency is amortized; inTable 2 the \best message size" gives a lower bound above which the sustainedinterprocessor bandwidth is achieved (i.e., not reduced by latency).Table 2. T3E SGI OriginInterprocessor Bandwidth 100 Mbyte/s 10 Mbyte/s(sustained)Latency 2 �s 30 �sOptimal message size 1 Kbyte ?In general the total op/s rate (read, \inverse time to solution") is given by: the(hopefully optimized) on-processor op/s rate � the number of processors � theparallel e�ciency. The parallel e�ciency is usually found empirically by prototyping;it depends on the amount of unparallelized algorithm, the network parameters, theskill of the programmers in minimizing messages and amortizing latency, and possiblythrough the use of asynchronous communication. The results of prototyping to datewill be summarized in the next section.4.3 Input/OutputI/O is a notorious problem for parallel computing because of the need to coordinateand assemble data that are resident in remote processors through a limited numberof I/O channels to disk. The strategies for handling this for GEOS-3 DAS will bediscussed in the forthcoming Requirements and Preliminary Design of the GEOS-3Parallel I/O (GPIOS) Subsystem (Lucchesi 1997).6



5 Present State of Parallel GCMAs described in section 2, the model time-step is 3 minutes (for 2o � 2:5o � 70 levelsresolution). In order to achieve 30 days of assimilated data (120 analyses) per day ofwall-clock time (section 3), this means that on average a model time-step should takeabout 1:9 seconds (assuming the model takes 40% of the analysis). Table 3 showsthe approximate percentage breakdown of CPU-time (without running diagnostics)used by modules of the GCM on a Cray J916. Further numbers are presented inTakacs 1997, and some timings are discussed in the next section. One of the mainresults is that on a sixteen processor J916 the model alone, (i.e., without diagnosticsor analysis) achieves 25 days per day performance, which is signi�cantly below therequirements. The GCM performed at about 240 megaop/s for this experiment.Table 3. Percentage of CPU TimeDynamics and Fourier �lter 26Radiation 39Moist Processes 22Turbulence 13Shapiro �lter ?At present the parallel decomposition is dominated by the decomposition of thedynamics. This is partly because the dynamics solves the atmospheric primitiveequations and this involves signi�cant couplings between horizontal grid-points. Thepresent algorithm is fourth-order accurate, meaning that the horizontal �nite-di�erencetemplate is 2 grid-points in each direction.A two-dimensional horizontal data decomposition is used (sometimes called \checkerboard"). Domains on each processor are compact rectangular regions of grid-pointsthat are stored on Np = Npx � Npy processors, where Npx (Npy) is the number ofprocessors in the longitude (latitude) direction of the decomposition. Message passingis used to �ll boundaries that surround the region of grid-points in each processor. Inthis way the �nite di�erence operators act without using repeated small messages togather the grid-points from nearby domains. The present version of DYCORE (theplug-compatible subroutine) repeatedly refreshes the boundaries during the course ofone time-step; the messages were not rationalized into a single bu�ers because theintention of the original design was not to alter the serial code in a signi�cant manner.This strategy may have to be revisited { it may be more e�cient (and modular) todo all the communications immediately on entering DYCORE (this is discussed inmore detail in section 6.4).There are no plans to apply a decomposition over vertical levels. One reason forthis is because all the physical processes have vertical dependencies, and none havehorizontal dependencies. The two-dimensional decomposition of the dynamics is sat-isfactory for the physics modules, unless signi�cant load imbalance occurs (e.g., forshortwave physics half the domains have no work, and for land-surface processes thereis obviously signi�cant horizontal inhomogeneity in the oating-point work). In gen-eral, load imbalance may be minimized by forming a separate decomposition for thetime-consuming modules. In that case, there is a trade o� between the communica-tion cost of generating a new decomposition, and the ine�ciency of load imbalance.The current status and plans for the main modules of the GCM are summarized be-7



low (performance on the T3D are current as of 1996 only, and should be updated asappropriate):� Dynamics and Fourier �lter: The parallel dynamical core (DYCORE) ofSuarez was designed to be interchangeable with the DAO GCM version. The�nite-di�erence template uses local communications to �ll domain boundariesas described above. The Fourier �lter is a zonal �lter that is applied at highlatitude. This uses global communications and there is some load balancing inthe current algorithm. The parallel DYCORE subroutine scales with at least50% e�ciency up to 800 processors of a T3D (extrapolated from 512 processors).In particular the ratings are 2:0 gigaop/s (256 pe's), 3:7 gigaop/s (512 pe's),and 6:0 gigaop/s (1024 pe's).� Shortwave Radiation: Parallel shortwave radiation scales with at least 50%e�ciency beyond 1024 processors of the T3D. This is not surprising since thereis no horizontal coupling, and hence no message passing. The ratings are 9:5gigaop/s (512 pe's) and 17:5 gigaop/s (1024 pe's), representing the single-processor performance in a load-unbalanced implementation (the degree of loadimbalance is undocumented, but if the default two-dimensional decompositionwas used the load imbalance is probably 50%.) A compressed-shortwave algo-rithm was rated at 8:0 gigaop/s (512 pe's) and 14:5 gigaop/s (1024 pe's) witha worse load imbalance. Jim Abeles reports unimpressive results for attemptsto load balance the parallel shortwave radiation module.� longwave Radiation: There is presently no parallel implementation of this. Itshould be relatively well load balanced, since longwave processes are evaluatedapproximately uniformly on the globe.� Moist Processes: There is presently no parallel implementation of this. Itshould be relatively well load balanced, since moist processes are evaluatedapproximately uniformly on the globe.� Turbulence: There is no parallel implementation of this. It should be rela-tively well load balanced, since turbulent processes are evaluated approximatelyuniformly on the globe.� Land Surface: A tiled-land surface model scales with at least 50% e�ciency upto 100 processors, and was rated at 0:6 gigaop/s (512 pe's) and 0:7 gigaop/s(scaled) (1024 pe's). The problem is probably due to a load imbalance. Abalanced tiled land surface model scales with at least 50% e�ciency up to 512processors and was rated at 2:5 gigaop/s (512 pe's) and 5:0 gigaop/s (1024pe's). The proposed land surface model (based on Koster and Suarez 1992)uses a maximum of 10 tiled land-surface types per grid-point of the latitude-longitude grid (the ocean is one type). There is some possibility of seriousload imbalance due to surface heterogeneity across the parallel decomposition,however the large number of tiles (up to 64000) may ameliorate this.Important functions that act on or transform �eld arrays are:� Shapiro Filter: Although the percentage of time spent in the Shapiro �lter isnot given above, it is known to be about 23% of the time for DYCORE. Hence8



this represents a signi�cant time cost. The present eighth-order �lter is imple-mented as four iterations of a �ve-point �nite-di�erence �lter template. Eachiteration involves message passing. The current implementation scales with atleast 50% e�ciency up to 32 processors, and doesn't get above 0:31 gigaop/s.This poor performance is due to a combination of poor on-processor optimiza-tion, poor load balance, and excessive communications. The last of these threemay be improved by evaluating the full template for the four iterations andperforming the message-passing only once per call to the �lter to amortize thelatency cost. Other aspects of the poor performance are being studied by DanScha�er.� A to C grid transformation: The model development group is modifyingthe present spectral algorithm to use local interpolation. If this is satisfactorythen parallelization should not be a problem since single-vector ghost cells willbe used to implement the parallel transformation. There will be some message-passing communication cost.� Pole rotation: This involves bicubic (16 point) interpolation from one latitude-longitude grid to second latitude-longitude grid whose pole is on the equatorof the �rst (section 2). It is clear that, the simplest parallel transformationthat provides the best load-balanced algorithm transforms a two-dimensionaldecomposition of the �rst grid to morphologically identical two-dimensionaldecomposition of the second grid. This is potentially a \show stopper" becausea brute-force implementation of the transformation takes on order [8 megawordsper three-dimensional gridded �eld / 10 megawords per second network speed]= 1 second. the present GCM performs the rotation about 7 times per time-step, which we noted above should take about 1:9 seconds in order to achievethe primary requirement of 30 days of assimilation per day. Actually, an initialanalysis performed at the model workshop in January reveals that there will bea message bottleneck at the pole of the destination grid for the transformation.Therefore, messages of size [total grid size / (NpN1=2p )] must be sent usingN1=2p messages from the originating decomposition. The size and number ofmessages may be reduced by using a logarithmic reduction algorithm (MaxSuarez personal communication). Also, the size of the messages may be reducedby performing the interpolation in the source or destination decomposition,depending on where the latitude-longitude grid is �ner or coarser.Note that the proposed parallel GCM is expected to produce bit-wise identical resultson any number of processors since there are no global reduction operations in thealgorithm. That is, all oating point operations are performed in the same order asthey would be on a serial implementation. This should be veri�ed, and any exceptionsexplained, by prototyping.6 Design and Development6.1 Performance Issues for GEOS-3The following discussion applies to all three components of the core GEOS DASsystem: GCM, QC, PSAS (excluding GPIOS). A more detailed discussion on the9



GCM timings, including the impact of model resolution can be found in Takacs 1997.Already, prototype PSAS has achieved 11:0 gigaop/s for realistic problems on 512processors of the NASAGoddard Cray T3D. Parallel GCM has achieved 3:7 gigaop/s(dynamical core) and 8:0 gigaop/s (compressed short wave radiation package) on 512processors of the T3D; other model modules (turbulence, long wave, and land sur-face) are expected to be lie somewhere in this range of performance. The increasedperformance that will be required for Shapiro �lter and land surface module are excep-tions. The �lter achieves only 0:31 gigaop/s at present and it occupies a signi�cantamount of CPU time. The tiled land surface model achieves only 2:5 gigaop/s on512 processors of the T3E, and the version which is expected to be implemented inGEOS-3 will use a signi�cant amount of CPU time. Increased performance to reachthe GEOS-3 Requirements will be gained through: improved single-processor per-formance (cache optimization etc.); higher processor speed of the SGI Origin, andthe large number of processors (approximately 1000 pe's T3E) that will be madeavailable for the HPCC ESS project; improved communication strategies; and im-proved load-balancing strategies if possible. Communications may be optimized byboth reducing the net volume where possible and concatenating messages in order toamortize latency. Single-processor performance is particularly important, and mayinvolve signi�cant changes to code since the previous versions of GEOS GCM wereoptimized for vector computers.The relationship between op rates for the codes and the wall-clock-time (whichis actually more important for production) is obtained by weighting the op ratesaccording to the proportion of time taken be each module. The generic requirementis that 30 days of earth data be assimilated in one wall-clock day. Since there arefour analysis cycles (6 hour forecast and analysis) per day, this means that we mustperform an analysis cycle every 12 minutes. At 18:3 gigaop/s (Paragon) prototypePSAS takes 156:5 seconds. The QC usually takes about 10 percent of the analysis, sothis would add an additional 15:6 seconds. The model time-step is 3 minutes, whilethe physics modules are advanced on longer time-scales (9 minutes for moist processes,30 minutes for turbulence, and 3 hours for longwave and shortwave calculations). Atpresent, GEOS-2 GCM takes about 40 percent of the time of the analysis (GCM,PSAS, and QC) so, in order to achieve at least 30 days per day turnaround, eachtime-step must take no more than 1:9 seconds (on average). Timings for the presentvectorized, multitasked version of the GCM indicate that if we can achieve a weightedaverage 10 gigaop/s then the 6 hour forecast will take about 106 seconds. This timeplus the 172 seconds (at 18:3 gigaop/s) for the analysis (PSAS and QC) fall wellwithin the requirement of 12 minutes per analysis cycle. It is clear that the productionperformance requirements of GEOS-3 (30 days assimilated per day) are less stringentthan that of HPCC ESS (50 gigaop/s in 1997 and 100 gigaop/s in 1998 on modi�edsystems); this is appropriate since, for MTPE, the DAO will be using less-expensivemedium-range parallel computers such as the SGI Origin.6.2 Software ApproachFollowing extensive discussions with the group led by Suarez, a framework has beenadopted for the modularization of GEOS-3 using Fortran 90 (Sta� 1997a). This iscalled the Goddard Earth Modeling System (GEMS). Within this framework, theGCM, QC, and PSAS are high-level modules that interface via a small number ofwell-de�ned data types. These become arguments for subroutine calls in the driver10



application. These include input and output couplers. The states of the modelsare also included in the calling arguments, because components of the states maybe needed by other models, and in order to facilitate an approach where multiplesimultaneous states can be maintained in a single run. Couplers are modi�ed bya HERMES library. Functions in HERMES modules are used for the cases wheregrid transformations are required between the high-level modules. Is is expected thata hierarchy of HERMES libraries will be built to accommodate the coupler/stateinterface approach of GEMS at a number of levels of the DAS. However, this isexpected to be done incrementally. In particular, the �rst implementation of theparallel GCM will have its internal components (dynamical core, moist processes,radiation, land-surface) closed. This means that the GCM interfaces with the DASin the strict GEMS framework, but the internal interfaces will not be signi�cantlychanged from GEOS-2. Note that considerable modularity already exists in thesesinternal interfaces, and that will be maintained and incrementally enhanced in anFortran 90 framework.6.3 Design and PrototypingThe following components will go into the GEOS-3 GCM. The following are stepsto be taking in approximate chronological order: we anticipate adding points incre-mentally into each subsequent release (Jun. 1, Sep. 1, Dec. 1). The components areintended to go into the �rst release, unless explicitly stated otherwise.� The present GCM will be converted to a minimal Fortran 90 con�guration, thatwill use user-de�ned types to enable a codi�cation of data and dataow betweenmodules. There will be no common blocks. allocate/deallocate functionswill be used to manage memory.It should be noted that the use of Fortran 90 pointers may lead to reducedsingle-processor performance. For example, pointers will have to be dereferencedbefore time consuming do loops (or even outside of subroutines) to indicate tothe compiler that there is no indirection. This and other aspects of Fortran90 optimization are highly compiler dependent, and will have to be prototypedcarefully.� The parallel dynamical core of Scha�er/Suarez will be prototyped for use by theDAO. At �rst, a partially optimized second order DYCORE that was obtainedfrom Jim Abeles will be used. As a second step, forth order DYCORE will beintegrated into the Fortran 90 code described above.Because of the critical performance needs of the DAO, DYCORE may have tobe opened up for later optimization (i.e., rather than just black boxed). Inthe 1995 HPCC ESS review of the parallel dynamical core, it was noted thatthere appeared to be a lot of unnecessary memory copies in the algorithm. Thiscan be a serious problem, especially on RISC processors, and the source orexplanation of the problem should be sought (see next section).� The physics modules from GEOS-2 GCM will be prototyped for single-nodeperformance (especially for cache optimization) on at least the Origin and CrayT3E machines. There is some experience among Max Suarez, Dan Scha�er,and Jim Abeles. This will be leveraged, but all physics modules will have11



to be modi�ed. In general this is not di�cult since there are no horizontaldependencies.The physics modules will be rewritten and any explicit or implicit referencesto absolute geographical coordinates in the physics domain will be removed.That is, the physics modules will be rewritten to work on a rectangular lat-longsub-domain of the entire earth. Clearly, this sub-domain will correspond to oneprocessor's portion of the decomposed problem.The physics modules of GEOS-2 GCM are multitasked for Cray C90/J90 oper-ation using strip/paste subroutines that extract contiguous sets of horizontalgrid-points and pass them to a process. This facility could be maintained for theparallel GCM because strips may be a way of generating horizontal data local-ity (this is similar to \blocking" in standard cache-optimization parlance). Thecost of this is the extra memory copies involved in stripping and pasting. Theonly other way to generate data locality would be to reverse the current order ofindexing of three-dimensional loops from array(i,j,lev) to array(lev,i,j).� A version of the parallel I/O (GPIOS) of Lucchesi (1997) will be used.� Shapiro �lter needs to be optimized in later releases. At present it is not un-derstood why the performance is so bad. This needs to be cleared up. It maybe useful to write out the complete template for the four-times iterated �lterand implement it with one, optimized, message-passing call.� The problem of load imbalance in the moisture, radiation, turbulence, and landsurface models needs to be addressed in later releases� In later releases, the following algorithms (that mostly belong to the HERMESclass) need to be implemented and optimized because they represent seriousparallel bottlenecks: Shapiro �lter; rotate (forward and back); and to a lesserextent a-to-c and c-to-a. Also, an algorithm for transforming parallel decompo-sition of grids between GCM and PSAS needs to be developed and optimized.� For the �rst release of the code, all calculations will be performed in a non-rotated frame. In later releases, the rotation will make use of the HERMESlibrary currently under development. The transformation operator (or matrix)will be de�ned once, in an e�cient form, as soon as the two grids have been de-termined. The application of the transformation is optimized to maximize datalocality, and should be relatively e�cient. Due to its inherent communication,however, it will not scale perfectly (see section 5).Because the rotate (forward and back) algorithms are so important, and becausethey are invoked several times every timestep, the possibility of running bothdynamics and physics modules in the rotated frame should be considered inlater releases.� Memory allocation and deallocation procedures need to be systematized to con-serve memory in later releases. The current GEOS-2 GCM has a high watermemory mark of 130 megabytes. Parallel PSAS will need in excess of 10 gi-gabytes. Later modi�cations may be needed if fragmentation is found to be aproblem.� In the long term, we will migrate to a GEMS structure, although the existenceand integration of existing software constrains its full realization. Therefore,only a GEMS-like approach will be adopted in the �rst releases (Sta� 1997a).12



� Current parallel algorithms will be documented.� A user's manual will be written, including test data and installation instructions.6.4 Optimization of DYCOREBecause DYCORE is so important for the June test phase, the following sectiondiscusses issues of its optimization in greater detail. This does not address the opti-mization of other important modules such as: Shapiro �lter, load balance and singleprocessor optimization of the physics modules, polar rotation, a-to-c and c-to-a trans-formations, and the high-latitude �lter in DYCORE.One easily available version of parallel DYCORE may be obtained from the HPCCESS benchmark suite. Max Suarez submitted his code to this suite, and the versionmay be obtained from anonymous ftp at farside.gsfc.nasa.gov in the directory/pub/HPCC/ESS/testcasesShown at the end of this section is the subroutine FRM WST that was obtained fromthe directory dycore/src from Suarez's benchmark code. This shows that the �nite-di�erence equations are implemented by using message-passing to emulate a vectorCSHIFT. The input array is AI, which is actually a rectangular group of gridpointscorresponding to a checker-board domain of the parallel decomposition. The outputarray is AO, which is the equivalent to the input array shifted one gridpoint tothe right; hence the name \FRM WST" (i.e., from the west). There are similarsubroutines for the other 3 horizontal directions. There is no parallel decomposition inthe vertical. By looking at the subroutine one can see that the interior gridpoints of AIare simply shifted into AO. The boundary values are message-passed (see subroutinePUTTMN) from the corresponding logical processor that owns the domain to thewest. This is equivalent to the traditional \ghosting" in that only necessary boundarystrips are passed between processors.The following items summarize some of the performance issues. The main principal isthat the cost of message-latency can be amortized by concatenating small messages.Once messages are large enough (usually more than 1 kilobyte) the interprocessorbandwidth is achieved. After that there is only modest utility in concatenating mes-sages. Also, some e�ort should be made to avoid unnecessarily sending redundantinformation (if that is being done.)� 1 The subroutines sends messages (PUTTMN) separately for each level. In thiscase, vertical \walls" of gridpoints can be concatenated (bu�ered) and sent asone larger message. This should not be di�cult to implement. This may havealready been done in Jim Abeles' partially optimized DYCORE, and should bechecked.� 2 The �nite-di�erence algorithm will be fourth order so the actually two \walls"of gridpoints should be sent when necessary. This will also help because itgenerates larger messages (i.e., as opposed to calling FRM WST twice). Thisalso shouldn't be too di�cult to implement.� 3 It may be more e�cient to do pure ghosting. In this case the domains aresimply overdimensioned and messages are sent which �ll the appropriate ghost13



cells. This may eliminate unnecessary memory and memory copies. Finitedi�erencing would be done by standard do loops with indexing into single arrays(i.e., not using data-parallel shifts). It is unclear how this a�ects cache e�ciency(i.e., single processor performance).� 4 The last improvement is di�cult to implement because it requires carefulknowledge of the timestepping sequence in order to avoid damaging the al-gorithm. At present we cannot name an example, but can only describe theproblem in general. The prognostic variables are wind, potential temperature,surface pressure and moisture (sometimes uxes are used and a scalar velocity�eld). The point is that by careful investigation of the update sequence of eachvariable within one timestep it may be found that di�erent variables can be con-catenated into single messages; in some instances earlier than necessary. Thisgenerates larger messages, with the e�ciency that has been described above,but it may obfuscate the simple sequence of events that is performed for a \reg-ular" serial code. The person who does this needs to proceed carefully in ordernot to break the algorithm. break the algorithm; it should be done in a cleanmodular manner.The following subroutine was obtained from the HPCC ESS benchmark code of MaxSuarez (utils.f).SUBROUTINE FRM_WST(IM,JM,AO,AI)IMPLICIT NONEINTEGER IM,JM,SND_N_RCVREAL AO(IM,JM),AI(IM,JM)INTEGER I,Jc/* CSHIFT is a FORTRAN 90 intrinsic */c AO = CSHIFT(AI,-1,1)INTEGER NX,NX0,NY,NY0,NYNTH,NYSTH,NXEST,NXWST,NPE,NGRPCOMMON/COMMVARS/ NX,NX0,NY,NY0,NYNTH,NYSTH,NXEST,NXWST,NPE,NGRPDO J=1,JMDO I=2,IMAO(I,J) = AI(I-1,J)ENDDOENDDOCALL PUTTMN(AO(1,1),IM,1,JM, AI(IM,1),IM,1,JM, NXEST,NY0)RETURNEND7 Detailed Design for June ReleaseAs mentioned in previous sections, the June release will consist of a minimal systemwithout analysis (i.e., analysis increments = 0), with all calculations performed in anon-rotated frame. 14



The driver will only call the GCM and GPIOS functionality, but will be designed toinclude the Analysis capability later on.The following modules will be written for this release:dynamics_state_module Create/Destroy dyn. statephysics_state_module Create/Destroy phys. stateland_state_module Create/Destroy land statetendency_module Create/Destroy tendenciescoupling_module Create/Destroy couplingsGridTypes Grid and decomposition typesGridModule Initialize/Destroy GridsParUtilitiesModule Fundamental comm. operationsParRestartIOModule Parall Restart I/O routinesGpiosModule Parallel I/O (GPIOS)DycoreModule Parallel DYCORE with coverPhysicsModule Revised Physics legacy codesDriverModule Driver, GCMInit, etc.The detailed design of the individual modules, and the implementation as it becomesavailable, can be found in individual directories (with the same name) in the DAOIntranet under:http://dao.gsfc.nasa.gov/Intranet/GEOS3/Software/Core/GCM/Within each module the types and the interfaces of all constituent routines are spec-i�ed in su�cient detail to make their implementation straightforward.8 Portability, Reusability, and Third-Party Soft-wareThere may be some portability problems where Fortran 90 types are used as argu-ments for MPI message-passing functions (Hennecke 1996). This should be proto-typed, even to the extent of generating a set of diagnostic functions to run on targetparallel platforms libraries and compilers.AcknowledgmentsSta� would like to acknowledge useful discussions with the following, who attendedJanuary's workshop: Jim Abeles, Jay Larson, Sharon Nebuda, Carlos Pabon-Ortiz,Dan Scha�er, Max Suarez, Spencer Swift, Ricardo Todling, and Jose Zero.15
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